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WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN
The gathering storm in the global chip industry has geopolitical connotations which may
further accentuate the U.S.-China rivalry
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he
global
economy
is
facing an acute shortage of
semiconductor chips, or just
chips, a phenomenon that is as rare
as it is sudden. Around a trillion
chips are made per year, which are
critical components in nearly all
sectors of manufacturing. The car
industry, which is heavily reliant on
chips due to substantial digitisation
in daily use cars and much more
in electric cars, has by far been the
worst hit. European auto majors are
threatened by drastic production
cuts, which could lead to losses of
more than $ 60 billion.
Right now, there is a clear
cleavage in the chip industry
between those that own their
fabrication plants (foundries) and
those that hire manufacturers

to make the processors they
design (fabless). South Korean
and Taiwanese companies figure
mostly in the first division, which
has also led to their prominence in
the industry. As of 2021, only three
firms can manufacture the most
advanced semiconductors: Taiwan
Semiconductor
Manufacturing
Company (TSMC), Samsung of South
Korea, and Intel of the U.S.
The rapid roll-out of 5G networks
and the increasing popularity of
electric cars is spurring the demand
for faster and smaller chips. The
demand for smartphone devices
went up exponentially during the
yearlong lockdown as the public
the world over invested in mobile
technology and automation from
the confines of their homes. Remote
health care, virtual learning, and
work from home environments
further caused the demand to spiral.
As always, there is a critical
geopolitical element — both the
U.S. and China are now working

Did you know?
To tackle the country’s
massive chip shortage, China
is aggressively investing in
expanding their fab capacity
and building related facilities
to overcome their reliance on
outside markets. These efforts
have pushed China to become
the world’s current number
one semiconductor equipment
market. It has also waived off
import duties on semiconductor
equipment still 2030.
on getting their supply chains inshore and spending billions on it.
The U.S., which holds the license for
chips manufactured in Taiwan, has
blocked their sales to China, leading
to huge disruptions in the market.

THE SEMICONDUCTOR STORY
Semiconductor production is com-
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Expert Q&A
Chinese industries to an abrupt halt.
However, they have now realized
the need to decrease their reliance
on U.S.-origin technologies. They
have begun to secure fabs and
skilled people to build their own
semiconductor ecosystem.
Dr K D Nayak, is Distinguished
Scientist and former Director
General of Defence Research
and Development Organisation
(DRDO).

Q

With a dependency of
over 300 billion dollars on
semiconductors, how deeply has
China been affected by the U.S. ban
on the export of semiconductors
manufactured in Taiwan? How will
China overcome this shortage?
Does the ban affect other countries
also, especially Taiwan and the
U.S.?

A

China has been investing
heavily for the past decade
or so in semiconductor technology.
Presently, China imports more than
50% from Taiwan, Singapore etc. The
ban has, in many ways, brought the

plex and relies on up to 300 different
inputs, and there are 20 different
major
semiconductor
product
categories. Each category then usually
contains hundreds of different stockkeeping units. The installed base (i.e.,
a measure of the number of units
of a product or service that are in
use) within a semiconductor foundry
is the culmination of massive and
repetitive R&D development. The
manufacturing
processes
that
integrate a chip fabrication plant into
a single manufacturing chain can go
up to hundreds of thousands and
more.
The consistent state support, a
massive market (60 per cent of global
sales take place in the Asia-Pacific),
and increased R&D have turned
China, Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan into major semiconductor
players. Importantly, they are all
often foundries, which have the pace
to manufacture chips as well. In the
West, more fabless manufacturing

Q

Auto industry the world over
is facing a critical shortage
of semiconductors which play such
a pivotal role in the making of
modern cars. What has triggered
this shortage and why was it not
foreseen? How will it impact the
global supply lines vis-a-vis the
component manufacturing?

A

The low-cost display driver
chip is in short supply and
hence automakers are unable to
use any digital display. In addition
to automobiles, the shortage of
these particular chips have affected
other industries also. The large scale
transition of the world to a workfrom-home environment has sent
the demand for chips soaring and
manufacturers have accordingly
shifted their focus from the auto
industry to areas that are currently

critical and also financially lucrative.

Q

There is a talk of shifting the
global manufacturing hubs
away from the far east to more
politically acceptable countries.
India is being spoken of as one
of the candidates. Is India really
capable of becoming a global
manufacturer of chips? What will
it take India to be a destination for
investment in chip manufacturing?

A

India’s current semiconductor
manufacturing footprint
is negligible. Semiconductor
manufacturing, while it requires
high investment, does not generate
proportional amounts of return. The
lack of private players is reflected
by the fact that software and service
industry, on the other hand, are
low investment options with higher
margins. Additionally, the market
has always had a steady flow of
cheap components from the east.
Therefore, the government has to
take the decision to invest in chip
manufacturing keeping in mind the
strategic nature of the technology.

exists since it is not as capitalintensive, and more raw material
exists outside of the U.S. However, all
the major IPR holders are in the U.S.
— Intel, NVIDIA, Texas Instruments
Incorporated, etc.
As per a report by Boston
Consulting Group, Taiwan and
South Korea were estimated to
have the largest semiconductor
manufacturing capacity in 2020 (22
per cent and 21 per cent respectively),
way above Japan (15 per cent) and
the U.S. (12 per cent). In January this

year, TSMC announced a massive $
28 billion investment in new plants.

ENTER THE POLITICS
While there is a lot of talk of localising
supply
chains,
semiconductors
are one of the few areas where
interdependency is productive. For
example, China imports more than
$300 billion of semiconductors,
with 25 per cent of American sales
occurring in the Chinese market.
Chinese mega corporations Tencent

Semiconductor design market in India (US$ billion)
52.58

Rising demand and
availability of talent
to boost growth in
the semiconductor
design market

CAGR: 29.4%
14.5
2015

Source: Department of Electronics & Information Technology; Indian Semiconductor Association; E-Estimated;
CAGR - Compounded Annual Growth rate

2020E

By 2020, the
semiconductor
design market in
India is expected to
increase by a CAGR
of 29.4 per cent to
US$ 52.6 billion from
US$ 14.5 billion in
2015
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Asian Countries Overtake U.S., Europe in Chip Manufacturing
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Source: Semiconductor Industry Association/Boston Consulting Group Report

or Alibaba owe their global rise to
the help from U.S. microprocessors
during their formative years.
China’s
share
of
global
manufacturing capacity now stands
at 15 per cent, three points above
the U.S., as per the previously
mentioned BCG report. It indicates
that failing to get their hands on the
IPR, China hacked major Taiwanese
companies to seek out secrets for
their own expansion. Eyeing the large
pool of trained Chinese-speaking
manpower in Taiwan, Beijing-based
Bitman Technologies indulged in
illegal poaching of hundreds of
engineers from Taiwan to circumvent
Taiwanese laws that forbid Chinese
firms from recruiting locally from the
Island nation.
The geopolitical significance of the

2030e
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issue can be gauged by the fact that
the semiconductor supply chain was
way on the top of the agenda during
the recent meeting of U.S. national
security adviser Jake Sullivan with top
Japanese and South Korean officials.
President Joe Biden is on record
for seeking $37 billion in funding to
increase chip manufacturing in the
United States. Chief executives from
companies like Alphabet, AT&T, Intel
and General Motors are also set to
participate in a White House summit
to address the shortage. While China
is not mentioned explicitly, the
meeting is likely to discuss just how
reliant the U.S. economy and military
are on Chinese exports.
The
result could be a U.S.
government-backed
restructuring
of the industry after chip firms in

Worldwide GDP and Semiconductor Market Growth
Correlation Coefficient History and Forecast
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the West have outsourced their
manufacturing to Taiwan and Korea
in the name of efficiency and cheap
computing power.
India, to its credit, is offering more
than $1 billion to each semiconductor
company that sets up manufacturing
units in the country. Its earlier efforts
to woo chip manufacturers fell flat due
to poor planning, the notorious state
of its infrastructure, and unreliable
power supply. This time around,
prospects appear brighter, largely
due to the flourishing smartphone
industry. As per the India Electronics
and
Semiconductor
Association
(IESA), semiconductor consumption
in India was worth $21 billion in 2019
and was growing at the rate of 15.1
per cent.

Assessment
The semiconductor industry
is complex, and whoever
manages to find a balance
between foundries and fabless
manufacturing would profit
immensely in the long run. The
top few in any niche earn profits
due to scale, learning efficiencies,
and high switching costs for
customers. It is rare to see new
companies break into these
oligopoly positions.
While the shortage stems from
pandemic-related supply chain
problems, it has pointed out
vulnerabilities within all supply
chains, particularly automotive
ones. The best way for any
company or industry to cope with
such changes would be to map
their supply chains and build
strategic backup capacity which
is flexible, while keeping a global
perspective as it diversifies.
Chip supply has increasingly
become a national security issue
in the U.S. It would likely gather
its allies – Japan, Taiwan and
South Korea – to strangle China
which would then entail serious
geopolitical risks.
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THE CHIP ON TAIWAN’S SHOULDER
Taiwan’s indispensable position in the chip industry highlights its strategic
importance in the global supply chain

This research article has been
jointly written by Richard Chen
and Jaime Ocon from Taiwan
Centre for Security Studies, as part
of a research collaboration with
Synergia Foundation.

R

equirements for semicondupeaked globally in the last few
months. As the gap between
their demand and supply widened,
a fear of impending shortage sent
nations scrambling for chips. Amidst
all the countries that agreed to
ramp up their production quantities
to address this global shortage,
particularly in the automotive
industry, Taiwan stood out as a
lodestar in these conversations.
The
Taiwan
Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC),
along with other major tech
manufacturers in Taiwan such as
United Microelectronics Corporation
(UMC) and Foxconn, aka Hon Hai
Precision Co. Ltd, account for most
of the global production. Meanwhile,
TSMC alone contributes to nearly 55
per cent of the global market share.
Taiwan
manufactures
the
bulk of the world’s supply of
semiconductors, which are a key
component in computer chips and
most electronics that are used today.

U.S. REVIEWS ITS CHIP POLICY
In the backdrop of the ever-raging
U.S.-China strategic competition in
areas of economy, technology, and
supply chain consolidation, the U.S.
is moving to onshore production
and invest more aggressively, in
an attempt to regain its strategic
advantage internationally. Recent
months have shown that Washington
is increasingly seeking to protect
its supply chain, specifically in the
critical market of semiconductor
production.
On February 24th, the Biden

Taiwanese semiconductor manufacturers and its counterparts
in Mainland China have, simultaneously, a competitive and
cooperative relationship. For instance, in the case of Huawei, TSMC
has for the most part lost its orders in that market. However, due
to its competitiveness, TSMC is able to offset the Huawei orders
with new contracts almost immediately.
MediaTek has thus also benefitted from this, as its market share
in the chip industry has increased. Additionally, Chinese chip
manufacturers have also turned to exporting their chips to Taiwan
ever since the spat with the US began. Therefore, the US ban on
Chinese semiconductors also benefits Taiwan in this regard.
MediaTek,
world’s fourth-largest fabless semiconductor company.
administration set a 100-day supply
chain review across all U.S. federal
agencies. According to the White
House, the administration seeks to
“identify ways to secure U.S. supply
chains against a wide range of risks
and vulnerabilities.” By focusing on
industries such as semiconductors,
advanced batteries, critical minerals,
and pharmaceuticals, Washington is
actively ramping up its capabilities
and strategies towards supply-chain
resilience. It hopes to decrease
its reliance on foreign production
and potential chokepoints in Asia,
where the influence of its Chinese
adversary poses an increasing
threat. These attempts at a ‘wholeof-country’
approach
towards
supply chain reorientation has
created ramifications for the entire
semiconductor production industry.
Intel recently announced that
it would be investing back into the
foundry business, with plans to
build fabs within the borders of the
continental U.S. As per the Wall Street
Journal (April 2nd), the company will
build two major chip manufacturing
plants in the U.S., investing over
$20 billion starting from 2024.
GlobalFoundries, the Santa Clarabased chip manufacturer, ranking
third in global market share, is set
for a public IPO to be released next
year as it also considers expanding
its line-up. Acting along similar
lines, Samsung has announced

plans to invest about $116 billion in
diversifying its chip supply chain.

SHIFTING THE CHAIN BUT NOT
THE SUPPLY
It is expected that during the
meeting on April 16th between the
Japanese Prime Minister Suga and
U.S. President Biden in Washington,
both sides will seek to formulate
and establish a system that is less
dependent on places such as Taiwan,
where geopolitical risks remain
increasingly high.
However, Mark Liu, chairman
of TSMC, publicly commented that
major economies should not all seek
to onshore their entire supply chain,
as it would be inefficient in a capitalist
market economy. “It’s economically
unrealistic for all the countries to
build additional chip production
capacity.” Liu further clarified that to
bring a “full supply chain back and
try to be fully self-reliant is totally not
efficient”.

TAIWAN’S STRATEGIC POSITION
The question for Taiwan now is how
it can leverage its position as one of
America’s indispensable partners,
even while treading the line of
neutrality to minimize escalation
with China. Taiwan understands that
part of the U.S.’s economic vigour
is its ability to compete with China
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Jason Fang, President of
PANJIT International Inc. PANJIT
Semiconductors, based in
Taiwan, has over 30 years of
experience in wafer fabrication,
assembly and testing.

Q

How has the U.S ban on
export of semiconductors
to China, based on American
patents, affected the industry in
Taiwan?

A

Jason Fang: The ban on
China can be seen as a shortterm gain but long-term pain from
where things stand as of today.
Taiwan’s semiconductor companies
are eager and willing to take in
the recent boom in orders. Whilst
simultaneously worried that China
could, from this ban, accelerate
development in this field in the
long-term and close the gap.
In the short run, Taiwan can
definitively lead in the semiconductor industry since we have
a complete and mature supply
web. What Taiwan should do now
is to make our horizontal and
vertical integration stronger. In
other words, Taiwan should build
our own semiconductor system by
M&A.

using microelectronics that power its
high-tech sector. Especially in today’s
international political system, this
sense of “co-opetition” that Taiwan
faces will be crucial for not only its
survival but its prosperity.
TSMC has managed to maintain
a clear lead in the advancement of
chip production and achieve global
dominance in this sector. For the last
two decades, Taiwan has capitalized
well on its focus of chip production
and TSMC plans on continuing
its research and development to
maintain its status quo as the leader

of this sector. On the other hand, the
U.S. semiconductor industry has yet
to make any major advances of its
own in mass chip production as it was
plagued with an array of domestic
issues as well as the Covid-19
pandemic. While the semiconductor
industry in Taiwan makes up roughly
15% of the island’s GDP, the political
bargaining chip that it possesses is
worth much more.

A NEW STRATEGY
This “silicon shield” that Taiwan
has created since the 2000s, led by
information technology hardware
and component producers, has given
it a technological buffer from China
for the past 20 years. Undoubtedly
irreplaceable for the time being,
TSMC has thus moved forward with
promises to bring a factory overseas
to Phoenix, USA.
A comprehensive review of the
U.S. supply chain revealed a hyperreliance on Taiwan to produce
semiconductors, with only 12 per
cent of such products being produced
on U.S. soil. While this is a significant
reassurance for Taiwan, the rest
of the world has shown growing
concern, given the possibility of a
conflict in the Taiwan Strait. With a
supply chain so heavily concentrated
in one area, such a conflict would not
only disrupt global supply but also
lead to more scarcity of chips.
Taipei in this context has a great
opportunity to leverage its position
as a global production leader and will
thus need to focus strongly on what
policies it will stand by. Constructive
dialogue amongst politicians in
Taiwan will need to address a strategy
that touches upon security for itself,
apart from that of the supply chain.
While TSMC will most likely strive to
maintain its neutral position, it needs
to keep semiconductors Taiwanese
if Taiwan is to have leverage at the
bargaining table.

DEFENDING THE SILICON
SHIELD
Given this dilemma, Taiwan will need
to continue its stance of neutrality.
As growth in global demand for
chips increases, it needs to ensure

p5

that expansion projects into the
U.S. stand clear of its centrality in
the semiconductor industry. At the
same time, the decision to establish
production facilities in the U.S. comes
with a catch that further complicates
the strategic orientation of Taiwan in
the US-China-Taiwan triangle.
Due to the concentration of
advanced chipmaking technology in
Taiwan, it is necessary for allies to
defend Taiwan’s supply chain and
technical capacity in its own right,
let alone for any geopolitical issues.
The U.S. sees semiconductors as
a strategic means to “preserve”
America’s leadership status amidst
a rising China. As such, Taiwan can
thus use this policy to ensure its
own security and maintain a unique
strategic advantage.

Assessment
With countries reaching out
to Taiwan for assistance in
addressing the global chip
shortage, Taiwanese chip
manufacturers have revitalized
their plans for diversification,
investment, and offshoring
sections of its production for the
decades ahead. Thus, it would be
prudent for foreign governments
to realize that “safeguarding”
supply chains entails something
more than brashly onshoring
production.
Despite Washington’s policies
being geared towards countering
Beijing’s growing influence in
chip manufacturing, collateral
damage in the long-term should
be expected as the supply chain
reliability on Taiwanese chips will
inevitably take a hit. Taipei should
further futureproof its strategic
advantage in this industry while
it is ahead, solidifying its foothold
in the semiconductor industry
as a critical part of its national
security strategy.
Taiwan’s allies must necessarily
protect the supply chain and
technical capacity. Taiwan can,
in turn, use this reliance as a
possible means to ensure its
security in the region.
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mRNA: THE SMARTER VACCINES?
This new technology can give us a revolutionary genre of vaccines and drugs to
enable affordable cures for some of mankind’s most persistent maladies
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oderna and Pfizer-Biotech
vaccines, chief drivers of
mRNA technology at the
moment, are being used the world
over in the COVID-19 vaccination
initiatives and are. mRNA technology
has been studied before for flu, Zika,
rabies, and cytomegalovirus (CMV).
Future mRNA vaccine technology
could allow for a vaccine to provide
protection for multiple diseases,
perhaps even with just one dose.
This, in turn, decreases the number
of shots needed against upcoming
vaccine-preventable
diseases.
BioNTech even has 8 of its 12
products in development based on
the platform.
Diverse approaches to mRNA
cancer vaccines have been used
in many cancer clinical trials.
Some promising results show a
considerably
long
disease-free
survival in certain cases. However,
the application of this technology

has, until recently, been restricted
by the instability and inefficient
in-vivo delivery of the mRNA. New
technological advances have mostly
overcome these issues. In fact,
many mRNA vaccine platforms
against both infectious diseases and
several types of cancer have shown
encouraging results.
mRNA therapies are moving

towards the mainstream after the
COVID-19 vaccines, with Pfizer
recently announcing that it would
use the platform to make vaccines
for other diseases. As the scale
of production increases, more
economical options may become
accessible for source materials and
supply chains.

Three types of coronavirus vaccines in development
1

Protein-based

1

Viral vector

3 mRNA

Spike protein is
purified and injected

2

3

2

Spike protein
gene is purified

Adenoviral
vector is injected

mRNA that codes for
spike protein is
purified and injected

Body produces Immune system
spike protein produces antibody

Body produces
spike protein

Source: National Institutes of Health presentation at Senate hearing on September 9, 2020
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How mRNA vaccines work
AUGC
The novel coronavirus
is studied in labs

Scientists sequence the
virus’ genetic code

mRNA that codes for
spike protein is purified
and injected

Source: National Institutes of Health presentation at Senate hearing on September 9, 2020.

THE MAKING OF THE
TECHNOLOGY
To immunise someone, vaccines
contain a weakened or inactivated
version of a virus so the body can
learn about the virus and then
overcome it using the body’s
defence, that is, the antibodies.
mRNA technology, on the other
hand, works on introducing strands
of the messenger RNA. These are
essentially sets of instructions that
tell the body’s cells to produce copies
of a recognisable (yet harmless) virus
protein. The body is then flooded
with this protein, and the immune
system learns to recognise them,
thereby mounting a defence against
them by developing antibodies to
guard against future infection.
Therefore, instead of pieces of
the virus coming into one’s body,
only instructions to synthesise
a part of the virus are put in. It
was also found that compared to
traditional vaccines, mRNA vaccines
can generate a stronger type
of immunity: they stimulate the
immune system to make antibodies
and killer cells as well — a double
strike at the virus. Additionally, the
vaccine doesn’t need to be made in
an animal host or cell line and can be
easily manufactured synthetically.
However, the path to this point
has been longer. Scientists first had
to figure out how to modify mRNA
so that it would not produce robust
immune system reactions. The
second step was to learn how to train
those cells to make large amounts
of the protein needed. Finally, they
had to figure out how to enclose the
mRNA inside microscopic capsules

to protect it from being destroyed
by chemicals in the blood. It was
also found that when injected into
the arm, the nanoparticles holding
the instructions seem to home in
on dendritic cells — the specific cells
whose job is to train the immune
system to recognise a virus.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN
mRNA TECH
Currently,
Pfizer’s
COVID-19
vaccine requires storage of around
-73 degrees Celsius, while Moderna’s
allows for -28 degrees Celsius,
making it easy to be shipped around
at a lower cost. The mRNA and its
lipid coat are relatively unstable at
room temperatures, which is also
why there have been reports of
many vaccines going to waste. To
overcome this, researchers have
been working on testing whether
different types of additives could fix
the problem.
While mRNA technology requires
much fewer vaccine particles
to produce a strong antibody
response, the newness of the
technology means key ingredients
— like the fatty bubbles and the
nucleotides — are in short supply.
One manufacturer reported that
the disposable plastic bags used as
sterile liners inside bioreactor tanks
for the Pfizer, Moderna and Novavax
vaccines are in short supply as well,
leading to a bottleneck in production
in the EU and elsewhere.
The pharmaceutical formulation
of mRNAs is an active area of
development, especially regarding
the low storage temperature
required.
Recent
scientific

Body produces
spike protein

Immune system
produces antibody
SYNERGIA FOUNDATION

reports suggest that stable room
temperature formulations can be
made — a report showed that freezedried naked mRNA is stable for at
least ten months under refrigerated
conditions.
Local injection can also be used
in delivering mRNA-based gene
therapies. More than a dozen
clinical trials are underway for such
programs, which encode tumour
proteins to help increase the body’s
attack on cancer cells specifically.
However, there could be a problem
in delivering enough amounts of
mRNA to the right place in the
body. Before the pandemic, the US
National Institutes of Health and
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
announced a whopping $200 million
to help develop affordable gene
therapies for use in sub-Saharan
Africa for HIV and sickle-cell disease.
The plan could potentially depend
on using mRNA to add instructions
for gene-editing tools, making
permanent changes to the genome.
Right now, gene therapy is complex
and expensive. Once, a treatment
for blindness, in which viruses carry
a new gene to the retina, now costs
$425,000 per eye.
There’s also the issue of mRNA
COVID-19
vaccines
requiring
boosting or a second dose. There
are trials underway to try and make
the process simpler by requiring
just a single shot giving the same
efficacy. In research involving mice,
posted online but not yet formally
published in a journal, a single
injection of a self-amplifying mRNA
vaccine showed a robust immune
response.
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BATTLE FOR THE STATES
The BJP takes on strong regional forces in four key Indian states, and the results
may impact national politics and centre-state relationship

T.M. VEERARAGHAV
CONSULTING EDITOR

A

s the high decibel election
campaigns reach their peak
in four Indian states of West
Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Assam, and
Union Territory of Puducherry, many
old established political equations are
poised for an interesting realignment.
The deadly second wave of the
pandemic sweeping the length
and breadth of India has in no way
dampened the enthusiasm of the
contestants or their supporters.
Elections have always been a reason
for celebration in India. ‘COVID or
No COVID’, the Indian democracy
remains vibrant as ever. However,
epidemiologists look with growing
concern at the record-breaking spike
in fresh cases of COVID-19, attributed
to the unbridled election campaigning

that has ignored all the basic tenets of
COVID protocols.
While each of the four states has
its own unique political reality, for
Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP), in power at
the Centre and in most of the states, it
is a test of its growing status as a truly
pan India party. It has already swept
into power in Western, Northern and
Central India since 2019. The states

Assembly Elections 2021
Term Ends

Number of Seats

Bengal

Assam

May 31

May 31

294

126

Kerala

Puducherry

Tamil Nadu

June 1

Under
President’s
Rule

May 8

140

30

234

Source: ECI

18.68 crore
electors to cast
vote at 2.7 lakh
polling stations

824 Assembly
constituencies will be going
for polls in the upcoming
assembly elections
SYNERGIA FOUNDATION

now going to the hustings, especially
in the South, are the few remaining
bastions of the regional parties, or put
differently, a depleted opposition.
The contest in South India is
of special interest with the wellentrenched regional parties in a
desperate fight for survival against
the BJP juggernaut. The results may
have a far-reaching impact on issues
governing the Indian federal construct,
especially on Centre-State relations
and the existence of a viable political
opposition at the national level.

BATTLEFIELD: BENGAL
West Bengal, one of India’s most
populous states with 42 parliamentary
seats and 294 State assembly seats,
is the focus of all attention. It is. It is
a stronghold of regional aspirations
leveraged since 2011 by the Trinamool
Congress (TMC) lead, its firebrand Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee. In being a
fierce and vocal critic of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, she has galvanised a
united opposition against him at the
national level, occupying the space
vacated by Sonia Gandhi’s depleted
Congress Party.
Just as the British East India
Company could launch its colonisation
of India only after first conquering
Bengal in the Battle of Plassey in 1759,
the BJP aims at consolidating its hold
in Eastern India with a resounding

SYNERGIA FOUNDATION

electoral
victory
in
Calcutta.
Furthermore, the defeat of Mamata
Banerjee would inflict a crippling blow
to opposition unity, what little there is
of it.
Against this backdrop, the election
campaign has become personalityoriented between the Prime Minister
and the incumbent Chief Minister,
resulting in a loss of focus on
substantive issues of governance
and development. Over the last few
years, the BJP has built a strong base
in West Bengal, relegating the Left and
Congress to a distant third place. In the
2019 parliamentary elections, the BJP
led alliance won 18 of 42 parliamentary
seats with a vote share of 40.7 % – a
big leap from the 17 per cent vote it
got in 2014 – compared to the TMC’s
tally of 22 seats with 43.3 per cent vote.
The Congress and Left together could
muster only two seats and a vote share
of around 6 per cent each, rendering
them irrelevant in the political calculus
of West Bengal.
TMC’s narrative plays on the
‘outsider’ fears of the electorate,
emphasising its own role as the
‘custodian of regional aspirations.’ The
BJP counter has been to project its
West Bengal candidates as progressive
captains of development leveraging
the ‘double engine’ growth signified by
the same party in power in the State
and the Centre.

THE SOUTHERN ARENA
A similar ‘outsider versus insider’
narrative is in place in Tamil Nadu. The
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK)
has painted the BJP as a threat to Tamil
identity. Like Mamta Banerjee, the DMK
too has been active at the national level
to forge an opposition to the BJP. The
results here would have a national
impact, albeit not as significant as
Bengal.
While the BJP has only a marginal
presence in the State, it is in an
alliance with another Dravidian party,
the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam
(AIADMK).
Between
themselves, the DMK and the AIDMK
have ruled for over five decades, and
though charismatic leaders of the past
have gone, both parties retain control
of politics in the State. The BJP looks at
the majority win of its ally as a massive
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In West Bengal, the BJP’s spectacular jump in vote share (from 16.8% in 2014 to 40.2% in 2019)
came at the expense of the CPI(M), which has experienced a steady fall in support since the 2004
Lok Sabha election
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boost for its efforts to gain a foothold
in Southern India.
In Kerala, Congress is in a desperate
battle to hang on to its last bastion.
The principal contest is between the
incumbent Left Front (LDF) and the
Congress-led
United
Democratic
Alliance (UDF). The BJP has been
building itself as a third force in the
State and polled up to a 13 per cent
vote share in 2019.
In
the
2019
parliamentary
elections, Congress won most of the

parliamentary seats and considered
this to be a positive indication. At the
same time, the LDF is confident that it
will buck the trend of the ‘incumbency
factor’ to retain power. The BJP’s
campaign has targeted Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan on the grounds of
corruption which could split the antiLeft vote to the disadvantage of the
Congress.
Caste-based
politics
are
an
important factor in Indian elections,
and the South is no exception. The

Alliances at work
DMK + Vote Share, 2019
The coalition registered Its highest vote
share in the central belt

36.48

Dindigul
64.35

DMK +, Change Since 2014
The combine registered an increase in vote
share of over 15 percentage points in all seats

64.35

DMK+ 2019: INC, IUML, CPI,
CPI(M), VCK, IJK, KMDK &
MDMK; DMK+ 2014: VCK,
IUML, PT & MMK

AIADMK+ 2019
The highest vote share of the AIADMK+ was 43.1%,
20 percentage points lower than DMK+

12.61

47.93

Kanyakumari
47.93

AIADMK+, Change Since 2014
The alliance saw its vote share erode in most
seats, gaining only in a few Isolated pockets
Chennai North

-31.14

13.55

43.10

-31.14

17.25

Chidambaram
43.10
Theni
43.02

AIADMK+ 2019: BJP, PMK, DMDK, PT;
2014: AIADMK contested alone

Source: Trivedi Centre for Political Data
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Kerala Legislative Assembly election
2016

2019

Left Democratic Front (91)
Communist Party of India (Marxist) (58)
Communist Party of India (19)
LDF Independent (4)
Janata Dal (Secular) (3)

Nationalist Congress Party (2)

Communist Marxist Party (A) (1)

Revolutionary Socialist Party (Leninist) (1)
National Secular Conference (1)

United Democratic Front (19)

Indian National Congress (15)

Indian Union Muslim League (2)

Kerala Congress (B) (1)
Congress (S) (1)

Kerala Congress (1)

Revolutionary Socialist Party (15)

United Democratic Front (47)

Left Democratic Front (1)

Indian National Congress (22)

Communist Party of India (Marxist) (1)

Indian Union Muslim League (18)
Kerala Congress (M) (6)
Kerala Congress (J) (1)

National Democratic Alliance (1)
Bharatiya Janata Party
Others (1)

Independent (1)

Source: Creative Commons

result hinges on whether the powerful
Hindu Nair caste vote consolidates for
the Congress or goes to the BJP. Kerala
results here would also have a bearing
on the future of the Congress as Rahul
Gandhi won his seat in the Indian
Parliament from Kerala.

LOOKING NORTHEAST
The North-Eastern State of Assam is
witnessing a battle royal between two
alliances — one led by the BJP and
the other by Congress, with regional
heavyweights Asom Gana Parishad
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(AGP) and the Bodoland People’s Front
(BPF), aligned to BJP and the Congress
respectively.
The
controversial
National Register of Citizen (NRC) and
the Citizens Amendment Act (Bill) are
emotive issues at the heart of the
political contest. Fearing a close battle,
the Congress-led alliance has been
‘sheltering’ its potentially successful
candidates in other states to deter
last minute ‘horse trading’ by the
opposition.
The BJP has worked hard over
the last few years to build its political
base in North East India. Its pan India

Parliamentary 2016 Assam poll results

National Democratic Alliance

Other

Asom Gana Parishad

All-India United Democratic Front

Bharatiya Janata Party

Bodoland People’s Front
Source: Creative Commons

Indian National Congress
Independent
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dominance has helped in luring strong
allies in the North East too, and the
AGP, presently in power in Assam, is
a strong contender. While Assam is
not as big as the other three States, it
showcases BJP’s increasingly expanding
footprint in the North East. An
additional advantage is that humbling
the Congress here would further
consolidate its national position.

Assessment
After the decimation of the
Congress at the national stage
and in most states, it is now
the turn of traditionally strong
regional parties to confront the
rise of the BJP at the state level.
West Bengal remains the focus
on which the Prime Minister has
pitted his personal prestige and
considerable charisma to uproot
Mamata Banerjee.
The fierce campaign around
regional identities and personality
battle raise concerns over how
Centre-state relations would
evolve if forces opposed to the
BJP win the elections. Political and
ideological differences should
not disrupt federal principles and
functions in a country of India’s
size and diversity.
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PYONGYANG: BUSINESS AS USUAL
Even as President Biden takes charge, Kim Jong-un reverts to his customary
sabre-rattling, firing missiles across the bows of his neighbours

What missiles does North Korea have?
Estimated ranges in kilometres (km)
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n what appears as a clear warning
to the new U.S. administration,
North Korea has gone back to its
long-standing playbook of ‘weapons
testing’. Over the course of a week, it
has conducted four missile launches
off its west coast. While the first
two launches, comprising of shortranged tactical cruise missiles, were
insignificant, it was the latter two
that garnered attention, as they
were ballistic missiles whose testing
is prohibited by UN Security Council
resolutions. The message to the
U.S. and its allies was unambiguous;
with no concessions or relaxation
in sanctions on the horizon, joint
military exercises being conducted
in Pyongyang’s backyard will not be
tolerated.
As can be recalled, North Korea
had halted its missile tests in April
2020, when President Donald
Trump held out the promise of a
deal with this rogue state. Perhaps
the ‘Supreme Leader’ harbours
hopes that the new incumbent in
the White House will carry forward
this dialogue, which will not only
make Kim Jong-un look good
internationally but also greatly
strengthen his hold over the fiefdom.

AN IMPRESSIVE INVENTORY
The current threat is not to be
taken lightly. In 2017, North Korea
had dazzled the world by launching
a series of long-range missilesHwasong-12
(4500km
capable
of striking U.S. bases in Guam),
Hwasong-14
(10000km-capable
of reaching New York) and finally
Hwasong-15 (13000km anywhere in
the continental U.S.). Last October, it
had displayed yet another addition,
a still-unnamed two-stage giant

KN-11
1,200km
submarine
launched

KN-23
450km

Pukguksong-3
1,900km
submarine
launched

Nodong
1,500km

Hwasong 12
4,500km

Musudan
4,000km

KN-14*
10,000km

Hwasong 14
10,000km

Hwasong 15
13,000km

Note: KN-14 and KN-08 (not shown) have never been flight tested

Sources: CSIS Missile Defense Project, Global Security

capable of hitting any place in the
U.S. with multiple warheads.
Over the decades, Pyongyang has
perfected its response to any event
which it considers inimical to its own
interests — it flexes its muscles by
putting its nuclear-capable ballistic
missiles on show.
In fact, missile launches have
traditionally welcomed a new U.S.
President. For instance, in 2005,
North Korea had test-fired an
anti-ship cruise missile, less than
four months after Mr. George
Bush assumed his second term as
President.
Similarly, in 2009, it conducted a
long-range rocket launch and nuclear
test within the first four months
of the Obama administration. In a
country where millions are barely
staving off starvation, lavish military
parades and ceremonials are staged
whenever there is external pressure.
They are intended to heighten
international fears of a nuclear strike
backed by a fragile regime. Now,
when Pyongyang has declared that
it will develop hypersonic missiles,
which U.S. anti-missile defences will

SYNERGIA FOUNDATION

be hard put to intercept, the anxiety
has only intensified. According to
commercial satellite imagery, North
Korea has been rapidly adding to its
stockpile of uranium concentrate
over the last 8-9 months.
The
country’s
self-imposed
moratorium on nuclear and longrange missile testing, in place since
2017, may now be hanging by a
thread. Economically ravaged and
diplomatically isolated, it continues
to remain on edge. If pushed into
a corner by the hostile, sanctionsbased policy of the U.S. and its
allies, a flashy display of ‘maximum
capability’ may be on the cards.
Nuclear warheads and Ballistic
missiles are essentially ‘political’
weapons and not warfighting tools,
as has been demonstrated in the
Indian subcontinent. In this regard,
DPRK has fine-tuned its ‘missile
diplomacy’. This is the only leverage
available to it for encouraging
the lifting of U.S. sanctions. Some
analysts even believe that the
payload, range, and accuracy of
its missile inventory is overstated
to amplify the scientific and
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The range of North Korea’s missiles

North Korea is developing ICBMs with the potentail to reach the U.S. East Coast.
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Nodong: 1,300 km
Musudan: 3,500 km
Hwasong: 12: (Tested May) 4,800km
Hwasong: 14: (July) 11,600km
Source: The James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies

technological advancements in the
country.

DEVISING A COUNTER
As President Biden reviews his
North Korea policy, he will find
it challenging to devise pressure
tactics and rekindle diplomatic
talks. After all, there has been no
substantive contact between the
two countries over the past year.
The much-touted personality-driven
meetings between Kim Jong-un
and Donald Trump have failed to
produce any worthwhile outcomes
for the new administration to build
upon. Moreover, tough postures
like condemning the human-rights
record of the Kim regime and
calling the Supreme Leader a ‘thug’
have pushed the country further
into isolation. According to media
reports, Pyongyang has rebuffed
diplomatic overtures from the Biden
team since February 2021.
It will not be easy for the new
administration to adopt a hard-line
approach on sanctions, as China and
Russia are likely to veto the same
at the Security Council. As can be
recalled, the two countries have been
increasingly complicit in evading UN
sanctions and impeding the work of
the UN Sanctions Committee.
Left with little leverage, the Biden

Estimated ranges
of two untested
ICBM designs
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government will have to work with
Beijing and Moscow to engage with
this rogue nuclear power. Beijing
wields considerable economic and
diplomatic influence in Pyongyang,
but it remains doubtful whether
it can defang the pariah state and
make it give up its nuclear weapons
and ballistic missiles.
Of course, Seoul would be the
first casualty of any conflagration
ignited by Kim Jong-un, and
successive leaders have never
given up on making peace with
their northern brethren. President
Moon Jae-in, in particular, has been
a fervent advocate of pursuing
diplomatic solutions, including a
relaxation of sanctions and interKorean economic initiatives. In fact,
in a 2018 summit, both Moon and
Kim had agreed to make a joint
bid for holding the 2032 Olympics,
apart from fielding a common team
in Tokyo for 2021. Dashing these
hopes, however, the DPRK has
recently pulled out of the Games,
citing the COVID-19 pandemic.
Meanwhile,
Japanese
Prime
Minister
Yoshihide
Suga
has
classified the latest tests as a threat
for the peace and stability of his
country. He has extended Tokyo’s
sanctions against Pyongyang for
another two years, apart from the
existing UN-enforced sanctions.

This comes as no surprise, as
North Korea’s nuclear and missile
development have frozen relations
between the two countries for a long
time. Moreover, the repatriation
of Japanese citizens, who were
allegedly abducted by North Korean
agents in the 1970s and 1980s,
continues to be a sticking point.
North Korea and its unpredictable
dictator remain a stark reminder of
how a nuclear-powered wayward
nation can destabilise not only its
own immediate region but also
cause ripples far away from its
shores.

Assessment
North Korea is keen to shore up
as much bargaining power as it
can before resuming diplomatic
talks on the easing of UN-backed
sanctions. However, it remains to
be seen whether such hawkish
demonstrations will be successful
this time around. Given that
the country’s economy is under
severe stress from pandemicrelated border closures, the
Western powers may see some
merit in increasing pressure
through additional sanctions
and forcing the nuclear power to
come to the negotiating table.
Given North Korea’s
determination to hold onto its
nuclear weapons capability for
an indefinite period, it would
not be pragmatic to condition
sanctions relief on a near-term
denuclearisation commitment.
Rather, the Biden administration
will have to pursue its objectives
in a phased manner, beginning
with a discussion on limiting
nuclear and missile stockpiles
and moratorium in testing/
launches.
As a ‘first-stage’ incentive for
Pyongyang to come to the
negotiating table, Washington
can also consider putting off
future US-South Korea joint
military exercises, establishing
liaison offices, or even specifying
a few relaxations of UN-imposed
sanctions on humanitarian
grounds.
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A RENEWED LEASE
The hardened and fossilised Indo-Pak impasse showed some signs of melt after
years of confrontation and sniping at the Line of Control (LoC)
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fter
the
surprising
yet
welcome news of a ceasefire
agreement
at
the
LoC
reportedly brokered by the UAE,
Indian and Pakistani experts met to
discuss the Indus Water Treaty (IWT)
after a hiatus of over two years,
thanks to the pandemic.
Both sides were guarded on their
expectations from these measures.
However, the world welcomed it
as a positive indication of mending
relations between the two nucleararmed neighbours, even if they are
targeting only low-hanging fruit as a
start.

WATER DIPLOMACY
The IWT goes beyond being merely a
treaty for sharing river water as it has
a serious geopolitical connotation.
As Indo-Pak relations deteriorated
across the spectrum over the last
decade, calls for ‘weaponisation’ of
the IWT grew louder in India.
To briefly recapitulate, the IWT
is a 1960 treaty between the two
countries brokered by the World
Bank to distribute the waters of the
Indus River and its tributaries. It gives
control over three eastern rivers
— the Beas, Ravi and Sutlej, with a
mean annual flow of 33 million acrefeet (MAF) — to India. Meanwhile
Pakistan was given the waters of the
three western rivers — the Indus,
Chenab and Jhelum, with a mean
annual flow of 80 MAF. India, being
the upper riparian, can utilise the
rivers in a way that does not harm
Pakistan or cut off its water supply.
The agenda of the recent meeting
was the two hydroelectric projects
being planned by India on tributaries
of the Chenab river, namely Pakal
Dul (1000 MW) and Lower Kalnai (48

MW). The Indian side held that the
projects are fully compliant with the
provisions of the IWT and provided
data for the same. As per the Treaty,
India has been allowed to generate
hydroelectricity on the western rivers
only if subject to specific criteria
for design and operation. Certain
restrictions were placed on India
as the upper riparian. On the rivers
allocated to Pakistan, India was not
allowed to build storage.
However,
regional
issues
remain as the local environmental
departments in J&K have given a
negative report on the Sawalkot and
Bursa dams, raising issues of ecology
and seismic concerns.
Pakistan also sought information

on further hydropower projects
planned for the union territory of
Ladakh after the abrogation of Article
370, which gave special status to
Jammu and Kashmir.

IN THE EYE OF THE STORM
Given that the border issues with
Kashmir have been at their worst in
the last two years, the water issue
could be a stepping stone upon
which India and Pakistan could start
a process of reconciliation.
Post the 2016 Uri attack, the
government, under intense pressure,
threatened to potentially militarise
the IWT by building dams, canals,
and reservoirs on the eastern rivers.

Indus river system
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India-Pak disputes connecting Indus: A Timeline
1948: India cuts off
supply in most canals
that went to pakistan.
But restores it later.

1951: Pakistan accuses
India of cutting water
to many of its villages.

1954: Word Bank
comes up with a
water-sharing formula
for two countries.

1984: Pakistan objects
over India building
Tulbul barrage on
Jhelum. India stops it
unilaterally.

1970: India starts
building hydropower
projects in Kashmir.
Pakistan raises concern.

1960: Indus Waters
Treaty signed.

2007: Pakistan raises
concern over
Kishanganga
hydroelectric plant.

2008: Lashkar-e-Taiba
starts campaign against
India. Its chief Hafiz
Saeed accuses India of
water terrorism.

2010: Pakistan accuses
India of choking water
supply consistently.

2017: The Centre brokered
peace between the two
states, paving the way for
resumption of the project

2016: India reviews
working of Indus
Waters Treaty linking
it with cross-border
terrorism (Uri attack).

Source: Oneindia

Delhi suspended the bi-annual talks
and stated that it would ‘fast-track’
projects. However, there was no talk
on revoking the IWT or touching the
waters of the western rivers allowed
to Pakistan. The new focus was on
preventing the unutilised water of
the eastern rivers from flowing into
Pakistan’s grain basket of Punjab.
There does lie an obligation to
prevent transboundary harm, as
per customary international law,
and this cannot be affected by the
development policy of any country.
This rule was reaffirmed by the
Permanent Court of Arbitration in
issues raised by Pakistan against
India’s Kishenganga Hydro-Electric
Project. It ruled that India had to
deal with energy reduction through
the power plant so that Pakistan, as
a lower riparian state, would get the
minimum flow on the downstream
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Kishenganga/Neelum River.
Additionally, India does not have
the instruments of large-scale storage
dams and canal networks in place to
undertake a diversion of the Indus
waters if it ever seeks to. Any attempt
to stop water to Pakistan could cause
disastrous floods in Indian Kashmir.
Having gotten the better end of the
deal in 1960, Pakistan naturally sees
no merit in modifying the treaty.
Therefore, India’s best option will be
to optimise on the provisions of the
treaty. Article XII of the IWT says that
the treaty “may from time to time be
modified” while also highlighting that
it is to be agreed upon by the two
governments.

FIRST SIGNS OF THAW?
Looking at a broader perspective,
the shifting geopolitical canvas in the

region has spurred both antagonists
to turn towards some gesture of
reconciliation. India is concerned with
the exit of the U.S. from Afghanistan
and its implications for the region. Its
face-off with China along its northern
frontiers, although resolved, will
remain a threat for the time being.
Pakistan too is under domestic
pressure to shift focus. It remains
on the ‘grey list’ of the G7 Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) since 2018,
which hinders investment and
loans. Its newly appointed Finance
Minister, Hammad Azhar, is pushing
for restarting imports from India
— namely cotton and sugar — to
improve domestic consumption
and textile exports. The mood in
Pakistan was further clarified by
the all-powerful Pakistan Army
when its Chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa commented upon
the bilateral relation during the
Islamabad Security Dialogue. He
had declared that a stable Indo-Pak
relationship was the key to unlocking
the potential of South and Central
Asia. However, he did add the caveat
that this was subject to ‘resolution
to all outstanding issues, including
Kashmir’.
The unseen U.S. hand, too, cannot
be ruled out. After President Biden
took office, his renewed engagement
with Asia could imply that he is keen
to end hostilities in the region, which
could have ‘encouraged’ India and
Pakistan to attempt fixing relations.

Assessment
India could take the lead by
expanding the discussion around
IWT to sharing data related to its
further projects in Ladakh and
perhaps even setting up a group
to assess the socio-economic
gains and losses from the Indus
basin in the coming years.
There are many options for
confidence-building between the
two countries – from allowing
sports to resume to medical
tourism, along with welcoming a
strong line of communication to
facilitate cooperation.
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A LOOMING CRISIS
China and India, as the largest benefactors of the region’s major river systems,
must collaborate and cooperate to ward of impending water conflicts
100

0
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he Indian Sub-continent has
been a cradle for ancient civilsation thanks to four major
rivers that rise from near Mount
Kangrinboqe in Tibet. Amongst all
these rivers, the Brahmaputra, and
the Indus, are critical to nourish
humans and ecosystems, feeding
one of the world’s most extensive
system of irrigated land, the lifeline
of over 270 million people. Now
with men controlling the destinies
of the rivers, the future of these
civilisations is at stake.
As an upper riparian in the
region, China shares more than 50
major rivers with 14 downstream
neighbours. Comparatively, 730
bcm (billion cubic meters) of water
flows out of China and into other
countries, while 30 times the volume
flows into China. This, undoubtedly,
makes water a massive strategic
asset. Both Brahmaputra and
Ganga’s glaciers sources originate in
China.

WATER GEOPOLITICS
China’s Five-Year Plan (2021-2025)
proposes to build a series of dams
on the lower reaches of Yarlung
Zangbo River, or the Brahmaputra as
it is known in Tibet. Generally, a “run
of the river” hydroelectric project
poses no risk to the flow of water
downstream to India. However, the
situation changes dramatically once
dams impound water to create giant
reservoirs as is being contemplated
on the lower reaches of the Yarlung
Zango, around the ‘Great Bend.’
The catchment area of these rivers
is the Hindu Kush Himalayas (HKH)
spread over an area of over 4 million
square kilometres in ten countries,
i.e., Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhu-
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tan, China, India, Nepal, Pakistan,
and Tajikistan. Known as the ‘Third
Pole’ because of the third largest
ice field after the two poles, the
water emanating from these glaciers
is critical for the survival of these
countries. The UN has estimated that
by 2030, water demand in India alone
will cross 1.5 trillion cubic metres
from the 2010 levels of roughly 740
billion cubic metres.
The most stressed-out river
beds are the Ganges, Indus,
Yangtze (Brahmaputra) and Yellow.
Additionally, projections show that
the entire Ganges and Indus river
basins could see reduced flows by
2055.

INDIAN CONCERNS
China’s media reported last year
that the State-owned hydropower
company POWERCHINA had signed
“a strategic cooperation agreement”
with the Tibet Autonomous Region to
“implement hydropower exploitation
in the downstream of the Yarlung
Zangbo River”. While the location
was not specified, but speculations
point to the Great Bend of the
Brahmaputra and at the Yarlung

INDIA
BANGLADESH
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Zangbo Grand Canyon in Medog
county. This is where the river falls
over a 2,000-metre drop and turns
to flow into Arunachal Pradesh. The
dam planned out is to be the world’s
largest dam, due to generating almost
three times as much electricity as
China’s Three Gorges Dam.
A dam of this size will hold back
silt and other nutrients that are
necessary for farming downstream.
India has laid out its concerns to
China over the other planned dams
on the upper and middle reaches
as well. China is reluctant to provide
details of Chinese hydropower
projects, leading to a glaring trust
deficit. While China has generally
insisted that all its plans deal with
run-of-the-river dams, India remains
wary since it has no water treaty with
China.
India draws its lessons from what
is happening in the Mekong River that
flows into Myanmar, Laos, Thailand,
Cambodia, and Vietnam. China has
11 mega-dams on the river. While
here again it has claimed that it is
using only ‘run of the river’ water,
a new study by U.S. based climate
consultant Eyes on Earth provides a
different perspective. In 2019, China’s
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China’s Brahmaputra dam project
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dams blocked an immense amount
of water from entering the lower
Mekong, causing extreme drought
downstream. Here again, China has
refused to enter a water-sharing
treaty with any downstream country.

INDIA’S WATER DIPLOMACY
The Indus river system put India in
a controlling position over the Indus
and its five tributaries. However,
the Indus Water Treaty (IWT) is
perhaps the most well-conceived
water agreement that safeguards the
interests of the downstream users.
The IWT gives control over the
waters of the three eastern rivers —
the Beas, Ravi, and Sutlej with a mean
annual flow of 33 million acre-feet
(MAF) — to India and control over the
waters of the three western rivers
— the Indus, Chenab, and Jhelum
with a mean annual flow of 80 MAF
— to Pakistan. India, being the upper
riparian, can utilise the rivers in a way
that doesn’t harm Pakistan.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
meeting with Bangladesh’s Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina on 27th
March, 2021 also discussed the
issue of the Teesta waters. This
almost four-decade-old problem
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concerns the sharing of dry season
flow (December-May). An ad-hoc
agreement of 1983, which allocated
39 per cent to India and 36 per cent to
Bangladesh and the rest unallocated,
lapsed within two years. India and
Bangladesh share 54 common rivers.
Another issue is that around
30 hydropower projects are being
planned/constructed by India on the
Teesta. The short distance between
successive dams breaks up the flow
of the river and results in dry beds
downstream. Bangladesh has been
demanding a treaty on Teesta on the
lines of the 1996 Ganga Water Treaty,
which brought closure to the dispute
on the sharing of Farakkha Barrage
waters.
For India, Bhutan is another
important upper riparian country
that can regulate the flow of 56
rivers into Assam. India has been
financing the construction of a string
of hydropower projects along these
rivers that earn precious revenue
(20 per cent in 2013) for the tiny
Kingdom. However, recently, an
environment-conscious Bhutan has
been raising objections about the
long-term effects of these projects
on the delicate ecosphere of this
mountainous country. The recent

washing away of several hydropower
projects on the upper reaches of the
Alaknanda River in Uttarakhand will
be a grim reminder to all similarly
situated countries.
Nepal and India have ongoing
agreements on major rivers like
Kosi, Gandaki, Karnali or Mahakali,
for large hydroelectric and irrigation
projects. Yet none but the Kosi
barrage have been completed as
there is a range of technical and
political issues thwarting progress.
Domestic opinion in Nepal is also
cautious about the construction of
large hydropower projects that could
harm their delicate ecosystem.

Assessment
China’s upstream position is a
reality, but its dominance on
the Brahmaputra is overstated.
Pursuing a more meaningful
water dialogue on hydrological
data-sharing is essential, but
India would require building
a lower riparian coalition with
Bhutan and Bangladesh on
the Brahmaputra. India and
China, as upper riparian in the
region, could lead the way in
transboundary, and therefore
economic, cooperation.
All countries must come to
the realisation that the rivers
cannot match the growing
demand (and wastage) of this
precious commodity. A radical
overhaul of the irrigation and
power generation system is
needed, including ancient waterharvesting traditions, adapted to
the rhythms of the river and the
rains, long-neglected instead of
solely focusing huge engineering
projects — on dams and canals.
The transition from expensive
and environment degrading
hydropower to cheaper solar and
other renewable is one way out,
as is replacing flood irrigation
with drip irrigation to conserve
water.
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